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Annuls of Economic and Social Measurenteni, 4/3, 1975

RECURSIVE ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR ECONOMIC
RESEARCH

isv Wst. CRAIG RIDDELL*

Recursive estintat ion algorithms can be used to update estimates to accouit for new data. Such algorithms
can also be used to approve the robustness of the model within the cample period. Both single and multiple
equation systems are examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

"On-line", "recursive" and "sequential" estimation are terms used to describe
procedures whereby parameter estimates for the current period' are calculated
from current data and previous estimates only. These methods of updating estimates
as additional data arrives have considerable computational advantages over the
standard practice of re-estimation using the entire (larger) data set. In addition
to computational savings, storage requirements can be reduced as past data need
not be retained. This factor is crucial in real-time estimation; for example, orbital
determination for spacecraft (see, e.g. [3]). Here, storage limitations of on board
computers combined with frequently arriving data and the need for estimates
that fully reflect the most recently collected observations combine to make
recursive estimation necessary.

While there may be less motivation for the use of these methods in economic
and social research, their potential should not be ignored. In addition to providing
an inexpensive method of updating estimates to account for new data, these
algorithms can also be useful in appraising the robustness of the model within
the sample period. There is little extra cost involved in obtaining estimates for
r = T, T* + 1,... T over that for t T alone. The results may point to a need
for re-specification of the (assumed fixed parameter) model or adoption of a
time-varying parameter model. This type of "stability analysis" has been used,
for example, by Fair ([12], Ch. 12) who re-estimates each equation of his model
for samples of 33 to 50 observations inclusive and by Goldfeld [14] who re-estimates
a quarterly model at annual intervals.2

Section II of the paper provides a surey of algorithms for single equation
models. Extensions to multiple equation systems are considered in Section ElI.

II. SINGLE EQUATION MODELS

While Carl Gauss [13] gave the formulae applicable to least squares when an
additional observation is received, recursive algorithms date from the papers of
Sherman and Morrison [24], [25], Plackett [22], and Bartlett [5]. These authors
derived matrix identities useful in calculating the inverse of a matrix B from the

While the discussion relates to iime series ua(a. nil cui p-;rc
2 As will be seen, recursive algorithms are not yet available for the error specifications employed

by these authors.
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inverse of A when B results from a specified change in A. These results are collec-
tively known as the "matrix inversion lemmaS' (Sage and Melsa [23] Apndix
A). One such result is

Ml. B' (A + UV'r' = I4' - A'LJ(Y' + V'AUy'J-i
where A and are square, U and V are rectangular and the necessary

inverses
are assumed to exist. Computational savings result when the order of

(
I +

V'A - 'U) is considerably less than that of B. For example, the special case

M2. B-' = (A + ui"r' = A'
I + rA'u

where u and t' are column vectors requires only the inversion of a scalar.

(a) The Classical Linear Model

Consider the familiar model

(I) v(T) = XTP + i,(T)

where

y(T) = (v1.. . yr)'. a T by I vector

X. = (x,, .. . )'. a T by K matrix.

Then tinder the assumptions

Al. E[u(T)J = 0

Cov[u(T)] a2!

XT is a non-stochastic matrix of rank K

the BLUE is

j?(T) = (XTXI) 'X.y(T).
At time (T + I) the additional observations (VT4 I x,) are received. Applying
M2 gives the updated covariance matrix of the estimates

(X.4 IXT.,)1 = (X'J-X1 + XT+!xT+,)

= (X-X) (X'TXT) 'X'T+ tXr+ I(X'TX T)

(I

where

d = 1 + XTI(XTXT)'X+,
Using (3) the OLS recursive algorithm can be obtained:

ft(T + I) = fl(T) ± kr+I[VT, - .\TfIfl(T)]
where

(X.XT)x.
d
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The updating formula is in "differential correction" form, the correction term
being proportional to the prediction error. The vector of proportionality is

often termed the "smoothing vector" in the engineering and control literature.
The residual sum of squares can be updated (Duncan and Jones [11]):

+ I) = (T) + [yr+, X

(I

The OLS recursive estimation procedure is summarized below. At the beginning
of each step, the following are available in storage:

fl(T) (X'TKTY' S(T)

(K by 1) (K by K) (Scalar).

Upon receipt ofxT+1 (1 by K) and Yr+i (scalar), d is calculated from (4), (X,-,1 x
AT,t) from (3), fJ(T -i- 1) from (5), and (T+ 1) from (7). If the additional
assumption of normally distributed errors is made, both t and F statistics can
be calculated at each stage. The coefficient of multiple determination can be
obtained by retaining the scalars v'v(T) and in storage and using

y'y(T + 1) = yy(T) + --)(r+ i YT)

where

= y(T)

y(T) = y(T) -- CYT

and eisa (T by I) vector of unit elements. Then

9 R2
S(T+1)

( ) T+I - yy(T + 1)

The formulae for an additional group of observations (say n) are derived in
a similar manner. Using the notation

[v(Tfl XT+n=j
LV(fl)J LX

then

+ ii) = (T) + K+[v(iit - XA(T)]

= (X.XTY X(I + X(X,.X.Y'X,Y I.

The obvious disadvantage of this procedure is the need for inversion of a matrix
of order a at each stage. Generally it will be simpler to add observations one at a
time even when a listing of all the revised estimates is not desired.

The OLS recursive algorithms presented above assume that the normal

equations

x'xfl = X'y
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are solved by forming the inverse of XX. This matrix, however, may be illconditioned and therefore overly influenced by roundoff errors Alternativemethods recommended by numerical analysts utilize decompositj of either Xor X'X. Details of these, together with updating proce1ures arc availableGolub [IS] and Chambers [10].
In some circumstances, A3 is not valid and is therefore relaxed to Al. XTa non-stochastic matrix of rank p K. Under this more general assumption theleast squares estimate is

(12) /?(7') Xy(T)
where A denotes the (unique) Moore- Penrose inverse of A. That is,

AA.4 = .4

Ai1A =
AA and are symmetric.

The updating formulae are obtained by using the following
theorem (Grevjlje116]):

Let

=

Then

M3. x;, [i-- 'T+lT )X,k1]
where

k1, = '('K - X.XT)x'+I('K - Xl. A T)T+
j

k. - - XtXYXT4

Combining (12) and M3 gives the familiar formula (5) where kT is now definedby either (13a) of(13b). When p K, (13b) reduces to (6).
Two extensions of the OLS updating procedure deserve mention. Jones [18]provides the appropriate formulae when only a subset of the regression coefficientsare of interest. Albert and Sittler [2] obtain the recursive algorithm for estimationsubject to a set of linear constraints.

(b) The Generalized Liizear Mode!

In many circumstances A2 is Considered unduly restrictive and is replacedby

A2. Co' [u(T)] = c2 VT
where V. is a known positive definite matrix. VT is assumed below to he of fullrank. The BLUE is the Aitken estimator
(14) (X'v 'XT) 'XI' '(T.
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The general recursive form of(14) has not been derived: however, various authors
have obtained recursive algorithms by suitably restricting the covariance matrix
V1.. Albert and Sittler [21 consider the case of heteroskedastic errors (i.e. V. =

oj)) and Blum [7], [8] derives the algorithm appropriate when the
error term obeys a pth order autoregressive process. Since it is desirable to have
an algorithm useful for any choice of the covariance matrix, this is obtained
below. Various special cases can then be examined.

Since VT is positive definite, we can obtain a non-singular matrix H1 such
that

HTVTHT -

where HT is lower triangular and can be generated recursively with respect to
the index T. That is,

FHT 01
HT+I = ['+ hj°

Now (14) can be written as

(17) (T) = (G-GT) 'GTZ(T)

where

GT = HTXT

z(i) = HTY(T).

Thus

(18)

and

= [
GT 11Gr]

IIr+XT + il.\T+j LgTI

z(T + 1)
= [

zT) 1 [z(T)
h+1v(T) + }T+lj =

The covariance matrix of the estimates is updated by applying M2

19 G' G ' -- ' -
(G'7G1Y 1T I(G'l.GT) '

T-fl T+I -( T T) - -11 +g1(GG) gT+1
and the generalized least squares recursive algorithm is

(T + 1) = fl(T)
(G'GY'g'+1[zT+1 gT+fi(T)]

I gTl-1

While implementation 01(19) and (20) is computationally efficient relative to
re-estimation, storage requirements are greater than tör (JLS as calculation of

gr+ and ZT requires past data. For the case of heteroskedastic errors this

difficulty does not arise as is the null vector and h = 1/a+ .
Thus

(G'TGrY'X+l[yr+l - XT+fi(T)]
mT+ l)=fl(T)+

cr +xT+l(GTGTY'x+j
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when the error term obeys a pth order autoregressive process, the last p observa.
tions are required in storage. For illustrative purposes, the case p I j considered
below. Writing u, = + :, in matrix form gives u(T) =RT(T) where

Therefore

= X71 - XT

and

R'H - -
(I 2)1/2

I Yr+ i - Yr

are &rsed in (19) and (20).

The procedure for moving average errors is derived in a similar fashion.
However, computational requirements will usually be greater than those for
auto-regressive errors. This follows from the fact that the lower triangular portion
of HT will, in general, not contain zero elements. Thus XT and yT) may be
required in storage in order to calculate g and ZT+l. This burden can be
reduced considerably for those cases in which a simple pattern links the vectors
h7 and hT4I. In these circumstances, hT+IXT can be obtained from hTXI which
has already been calculated.

For a large number of economic applications, the covariance matrix VT is
not known and must therefore be estimated. Recursive estimation procedures are
not yet available for these cases.

III. MULTIPLE EQUATION MODELS

In this section, the feasibility of recursively estimating parameters of a system
of equations is examined. For previous literature, see Odell and Lewis [211 whoconsider a specification encountered infrequently in economics. Two familiar
specifications are examined here.

"Smg!y Ur-eatEd"

Consider the in equation system

(22) Y=Xfl+fJ
where Y is tnT by 1, X = dg(X1,..

. X,,j is niT by K.
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It is assumed that

E(U) = 0

Cov(L') = E ® !

X is a non-stochastic matrix of rank K. Denoting the augmented data at time
(T + 1) by

[Y1 1X
I and I

Ly] Lx

where y is in by 1, x is in by K, block diagonal, then the updating formulae can

be obtained as:

(G,.4 IGT+ )' = (GGTY' - (G7.G1) 1x'D 'x(GlGTY'

and

+ 1) = j?(T) + (G'TGT) 'x'D 1[y - xj(T)]

where

= (L' ® IT)X'

L'L =
and

D = + x(G'GTi1x'.

The algorithm is computationally attractive, although it does involve inversion
of the matrix Dat each stage. For most applications, however, the contemporaneous

covariance matrix is not known and is estimated by applying OLS to each

equation seria turn and using the OLS residuals to form

=

While the diagonal elements of t can be updated using (7), computation of the
off-diagonal elements requires all past data. This limits the applicability of(24).

(b) Two Stage Least Squares (TSLS)

The first of rn structural equations is written as

y1(T) = Y1(T)J31 + X2(T)y1 + u1(T)

and the entire system as

YIT) Y(TB* + X(T1C* . U(T)

where Y1, X1, Y, X have in1, G1, in, G rows respectively. The discussion of the

TSLS estimator is often cast in intuitively appealing terms by considering the

first stage as that of "purging" the included endogenous variables Y(T) of their

stochastic component, the second stage consisting of OLS estimation with the
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S

must be "repurged" to take account of new data.
endogenous variables require "purging" but also all of the PrevioUs observations

adjusted data. In this terminology, the derivation of the TSLS recursive algorjthis complicated by the fact that not only do the new observations on the included

The following notation will be employed:

-I-
fy(T) I }'\ Ix

x1 I.The TSLS estimator at (T + 1) is given by

(27) 1(T + (/1(T + l)
1(T + 1)/

=

where

= xyI + x;1 xxI +

(YX + .vx)(X'X + x'x) '(X'}' + x'v1) YX1 +

+ .vx)(X'X + x'x) '(X'1(T) + x'')F+1 =
X1(T) +

Using M2 it can be shown that

DT+I = D+ z'z -

FTI FT + Z - a' e

where
Cl

z = (r1,x1)

a' = (e, 0)

e = - x(X'Xy 'X'y1

y -
d = I + X(X'X)x'

Again using the matrix inversion lemma M2, we obtain from 28)
(DT + z'z) 1It"a'(D + zz)D =(D + ZZ)' +

d - w(DT + z'z) 'a"
D1

, -1
= D1 - [(d - k)z'z nw'a' + jw' + F wJDT

where the following scalars are defined:

n I -i- zDz'
k vD 'a'
j vD 'z'

= n(d - k) + 2
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Combining (29) and (30) and noting that

e1 w51(T) = r zö1(T)

gives the algorithm for updating the TSLS estimator:

(31) 1(T + 1) 1(T) + D t(c'z1z + ctw)'{v - z51(T)]

where
d - k -1. / I --

The TSLS estimator can therefore be revised without any need for matrix
inversion or storage of past data. The scalar d is used to update estimates in each

equation. The other scalars are easily calculated from the vectors Dz' and
D tw'. Calculation of the latter vector is simplified by noting that only in1 elements

are nonzero. In addition to D the matrix (X'X 'X'Y, which was calculated

in obtaining Di', is required in storage.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In addition to providing a survey of recursive estimation algorithms which

are likely to be of interest to economists, this paper gives a general algorithm
useful for revising Aitken estimates as new data arrives. Formulae for updating

estimators in two leading multiple equation models were also obtained.

Queen's Unit'ersilv,
Kingston, Canada
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